PRESS RELEASE

Tajan: Results 2017

Tajan is pleased to announce its annual turnover of 2017, with a total of 35.2 million euros
auctioned. Over the course of our sixty-two auctions, 72% of our lots were sold overseas,
several world records were set with the sale of an oil on canvas by Speedy Graphito and
many preemptions, such as those for the works of Roy de Forest were made by the Centre
de Pompidou.
We will maintain a growing enthusiasm for “in vogue” specialities such as Design, Contemporary Art, Urban Art, Jewellery and Watches, and Asian Art. The historical specialities of
Tajan auction House (Old master Paintings, Furniture and Works of Art, Wine, Books and
Manuscripts…) have also sparked interest in the auction room, on the phone, and the internet, with a total of 4 852 200 €* worth of online auctions.
Therefore, to increase our digital presence, our collectors can keep updated on us through
social networks, enjoy themselves more regularly with our thematic “online only” auctions,
and buying continues to occur on our E-commerce: le shop by Tajan.
Finally with regards to the TAJAN ARTSTUDIO we have organized several cultural events
such as “Ich Bin ein Berliner” with Karl-Horst Hoedicke, “Light Hunters” with Robert Fekete
and Sergiu Toma and “Daily Wonders” during the Fiac, with the young Parisian Artist
Mathew Cherkit.
Find further results on our website www.tajan.com
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CLAUDE MONET (1840-1926)
NYMPHEAS - oil on canvas - 49 X 108 cm
SOLD 3,143,800 €* - June 28, 2017

*fees included

PIERRE SOULAGES (born in 1919)

NICOLAS POUSSIN (1594-1665)

Peinture 100 X 81 CM, 5 avril 1951
oil on canvas
SOLD 1,014,200 €* - June 29

La Sainte Famille avec saint Jean-Baptiste
canvas - 52 x 68cm
SOLD 437,600 €* - December 19

CIRCA 1970

EUGÈNE PRINTZ (1889-1948)

A diamond and platinium necklace

A large palmwood veneer table, brass legs feet
H 29 3/4 x W 86 5/8 x D 29 1/2 in.
SOLD 474,800 €* - May 15

SOLD 301,200 €* - June 21

